Abstract. It has been proved [7] that discrete least squares polynomial approximation performed on (Polynomial) Admissible Meshes, say AM, enjoys a nice property of convergence. Optimal AMs [13] are AMs which cardinality grows with optimal rate w.r.t. the degree of approximation.
Introduction
Let K be any compact polynomial determining 1 subset of R d and {A n } N a sequence of subsets of it. A n is said to be a n-degree polynomial admissible mesh (AM) of constant (i.e. not depending on n) C > 0 if Card A n = O(n s ) for a suitable s ∈ N and if for any polynomial p of degree at most n in d variables (hereafter we write p ∈ P n (R d )) the following inequality holds true (1) p K ≤ C p A n .
Here and throughout the paper we let f X := sup x∈X | f (x)|. 1 PhD student at Universitá degli studi di Padova, Dipartimento di Matematica. Supported by INdAM GNCS.
Date: May 24, 2013. 1 A compact subset K of R d is said to be polynomial determining if for any p ∈ P n (R d ) we have p|K ≡ 0 ⇒ p ≡ 0. If instead we allow C to depend on n with at most polynomial growth w.r.t. n (i.e. there exists s ≥ 0 such that C n = O(n s )), then A n is said to be a weakly admissible mesh (WAM) [7] .
The most relevant motivation to introduce such definitions is that, under mild regularity assumptions on a target function f , one has the uniform convergence on K of discrete least squares polynomial approximation performed sampling f on A n . More precisely in [7] Authors proved that
where Λ A n is the discrete least squares polynomial projector, C n is the constant of the n degree WAM A n and d n ( f, K) := inf p∈P n (R d ) f − p K .
An Admissible Mesh can be built [7, Theo.5 ] by a grid thick enough on any compact set satisfying a Markov Inequality for polynomials [4] , that is there exists a (Markov) constant M > 0 and a (Markov) exponent r ≥ 1 such that for any polynomial p ∈ P n (R d ) we have
Here |·| ∞ is the maximum norm in R d . The existence of a Markov Inequality holding on a given fat (i.e. int R d K = K) compact set K is not too restrictive. For instance in the case of real variables one has a Markov Inequality with exponent 2 for any compact set satisfying a Uniform Cone Condition, thus for the closure of any bounded Lipschitz domain. However (3) is preserved with an exponent greater than 2 even by sets admitting also cusps of polynomial type, namely Uniformly Polynomially Cuspidal (UPC) sets, we refer to [19] and [20] for all involved definitions and a specific treatment on this topic.
WAMs and AMs were shown to enjoy some nice properties as stability under unions and tensor products, stability under affine mappings, WAM can be easy computed on sets which are the polynomial images of a set where a WAM is known, moreover any set of good interpolation points forms a WAM. Hereafter we refer to any unisolvent 2 set F n of interpolation points for polynomials of degree n having sub-exponentially increasing (i.e. lim sup n (Leb(F n )) 1/n = 1) Lebesgue constant as a good interpolation set.
For a survey on WAMs we refer to [15] . After this paper we proved two interesting results concerning mapping and perturbations of WAMs [21] [23]. 2 A set U ⊂ R d is said to be an unisolvent set of degree n iff for any choice of data f ∈ U R the interpolation problem in P n (R d ) of f sampled on U is well posed. This happens exactly when U is polynomial determining of degree n and Card(U) = dim R d (P n (R d )).
A striking property of WAMs is that a specific good interpolation set, say approximate Fekete points (AFP), see for instance [15] , can be extracted from a WAM by standard numerical Linear Algebra. These sets of points are an approximate solution to the problem of finding true Fekete points (i.e. N :
points that maximize the Vandermonde determinant) of the given compact K in the following sense. The uniform probability measures of true and approximate n-degree Fekete Points have the same weak * limit as n → ∞ [3, Theo. 1], the Pluripotential Equilibrium Measure [24] , see [16] for a remarkable and more accessible survey.
Such an approximate solution is computed by the celebrated QR factorization with pivoting, the complexity of this procedure grows pfast with the size of the problem, this is one of the reasons because holding the cardinality of the starting mesh is important in this framework. [5] is an example of a successful approach in this sense.
From the inequality (2) it is evident that a good discrete least square approximation scheme performed on a WAM must ideally have slowly increasing (or even constant) C n and slowly increasing Card A n .
On the other hand, from the definition of WAM it follows immediately that a n degree WAM is an unisolvent set of degree n. Therefore one immediately has the lower bound
Thus it is rather natural to introduce the definition of optimal admissible mesh as any AM having optimal (i.e. O(n d )) cardinality [13] .
In [13] the Author refers to any star-shaped compact set K as C 1+α if its Minkowski functional M K has α Lipschitzian gradient, i.e.
Under such assumption he shows that K possesses an admissible mesh Y n of degree n with
In particular he notices that this implies the existence of optimal AMs for C 2 convex bodies and the closure of any C 2 star-shaped bounded domain.
In the meanwhile of writing this paper we received a new preprint by A. In [13] he also conjectured that any real convex body has an optimal admissible mesh.
In this work we build such optimal admissible meshes on two relevant classes of compact sets. Here is the paper content.
In Section 2 we work on star-shaped compact sets in R d with as less as we can boundary regularity assumptions, we proved the following.
• Theorem 2.2 Let Ω ⊂ R d be a bounded star-shaped Lipschitz domain such that Ω has positive reach (see Definition A.1), then K := Ω has an optimal polynomial admissible mesh.
In Section 3 we address the same problem but we drop the star like assumption, it turns out that a little more boundary regularity is needed. This is the first time for the construction of Optimal Meshes on quite general (i.e not polytopes) sets with no central symmetry. We proved the following.
• Theorem 3.3 Let Ω be a bounded C 1,1 domain in R d , then there exists an optimal admissible mesh for K := Ω.
In the Appendixes we provide for the reader convenience a quick review of some definitions and results from Non-smooth and Geometric Analysis and Geometric Measure Theory that are involved in the framework of this paper.
Optimal AM for Star-Shaped Sets Having Complement with Positive Reach
In Approximation Theory it is customary to consider as mesh parameter the fill distance h(Y) of a given finite set of points Y w.r.t. a compact subset
In this definition it is not important whether the segment [x, y] lyes in X or not. If one wants to control the minimum length of paths joining x to y and supported in X then he should consider the following straightforward extension of the concept of fill distance above.
Definition 2.1 (Geodesic Fill-Distance). Let Y be a finite subset of the locally complete set X ⊂ R d , then we set
the geodesic fill distance of Y over X.
Here and throughout the paper we denote by Var[γ] the total variation of the curve γ,
Notice that the locally completeness of X ensures the existence of a length minimizer in the class A x,y := {γ : Now we want to build a mesh on the boundary of a bounded Lipschitz domain prescribing the geodesic fill distance and controlling the cardinality of the mesh, then we use such a "geodesic" mesh to build an optimal AM for the closure of the domain.
The following result, despite its easy proof, is a key element in our construction.
Proposition 2.1. Let Ω be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R d , then there existsh > 0 such that there exists {Y h } 0<h≤h ⊂ X := ∂Ω and the following hold
Proof.
Since Ω is a Lipschitz domain there exist L > 0 and r > 0 such that for any x ∈ ∂Ω there exist R x ∈ S O d (i.e. the orthogonal group of linear transformation on R d ) and a Lipschitz function
Here we denote by B s ∞ (x 0 , r) the s dimensional ball of radius r centered at x 0 w.r.t. the norm |x| ∞ := max i∈{1,2,...,s} |x i |, thus the coordinate cube centered at x 0 and having sides of length 2r.
By compactness we can pick x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x M(r) ∈ ∂Ω such that 
Let us consider
the grid in the d − 1 dimensional cube and then set
A reverse inequality actually is not needed. If the fill distance requirement is satisfied by a meshes sequence with a too slow cardinality growth, then adding a suitable number of points to each mesh will suffice, since such an operation can not make the fill distance to increase. Now we verify the (ii) statement in the thesis.
Take any x ∈ ∂Ω, then there exist (at leas one) i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M(r)} such that 
, we notice that, by definition of Graph (·) we have π
, by the very construction we can find y ∈ Z h such that
, moreover the whole segment [x , y ] lies in B 
Now we are ready to state and prove our main result of this section, it should be compared to the recent preprint [14, Theorem 3] . The results achieved by this very new manuscript are set in a little more general context, still they do not cover the case of a Lipschitz domain with complement having Positive Reach but not being C 1,1−2/d , d ≥ 2 globally smooth. The key element here is that inward pointing corners are allowed in our setting, while they are not in [14] . Proof. We can suppose wlog the center of the star to be 0 by stability of AM under euclidean isometries [15] .
Let us consider a 
Let us take any x ∈ X := ∂K and consider the setB n (x) :=
One can set Z n := ∪ x∈XBn (x) and notice that the restriction of any polynomial of degree at most n in d variables to any segment is an univariate polynomial of degree at most n, then thanks to (8) we have
Therefore we can reduce ourself to find an admissible polynomial mesh of degree n for Z n , in other words we can say that Z n is a norming set for K.
Let us consider any Lipschitz curve
Since the ball is a compact algebraic manifold a Markov Tangential Inequality of degree 1 holds true on it (see [6] and references therein) , moreover the constant of such inequality is the inverse of the radius of the ball.
Let us recall that any Lipschitz curve γ can be reparametrized by arc-length parameter by the inversion of t → Var[γ| [0,t] ], obtaining a Lipschitz curvẽ
Therefore for a.e. s ∈]0, 1[ (thus H 1 -a.e. in the support of γ) we have .
By Lebesgue Fundamental Theorem of Calculus for any
where in the last line we used (12). Thus we have
By nice properties of rescaling we have also Hence we can state that
Now we can use (9) and
thus X n is an admissible polynomial mesh for K. The set X n is the disjoint union of 2n
therefore X n is an optimal admissible mesh of constant 2(
From an algorithmic point of view an AM built by a straightforward application of Theorem 2.2 is rather coarse and should be refined. Informally speaking such a collocation technique creates AMs that are clustered near the center of the star, while this seem to have no geometrical neither analytical meaning.
This issue could be partially removed by a modification of the construction.
We can work on each Γ i n := b i n X and build a geodesic mesh on it using a Markov Tangential Inequality of different parameter for each Γ i n . Namely, for any arc-length parametrized curve γ in Γ i n passing through x 0 we consider a (as big as possible) ball B(x 0 , δ) such that T x 0 ∂B(x 0 , r) γ and we can notice that we can choose δ = max{d(Γ i n , X)/2, b i n r}. Then we perform the same construction as in proof above to recover an inequality as (13) .
It has been shown (see [1] ) that C 1,1 domains in R d are characterized by the so called uniform double sided ball condition, that is, Ω is a C 1,1 domain iff there exists r > 0 such that for any x ∈ ∂Ω there exist v ∈ S d−1 such that we have B(x + rv, r) ⊆ Ω and B(x − rv, r) ⊆ Ω, this property in particular says that Ω (and Ω itself) has positive reach. Therefore the following is a straightforward corollary of our main result.
Corollary 2.2.1. Let Ω be a bounded star-shaped C 1,1 domain, then its closure has an optimal AM.
It is worth to recall that such domains can also be characterized by the behavior of the oriented distance function of the boundary (i.e. domains too. This framework is widely studied in [9] and [8] .
An interesting feature of this study is that the planar case is easier in the sense that actually we need slightly weaker assumptions.
Theorem 2.3 ([22]).
Let Ω be a bounded star-shaped domain in R 2 preserving a Uniform Interior Ball Condition (see A.4), then K := Ω has an optimal polynomial admissible mesh.
We refer to [22] for a detailed proof.
A comparison of the statements of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 reveals that actually in the second one we are dropping two assumption, first the domain is no more required to be Lipschitz, second we ask the weaker condition UIBC instead of complement of positive reach.
The first property is assumed to hold true in the proof of the general case to make possible the construction of the geodesic mesh with a control on the asymptotic of the cardinality. In R 2 the boundary of a bounded domain satisfying the UIBC is rectifiable [11] since in particular satisfies the cone property at the boundary. Therefore, the geodesic mesh can be created by equally spaced (with respect to arc-length) points.
On the other hand the role of the second missing property is recovered by a deep fact in Measure Theory. If a set has the UIBC then then the set of points where the normal space (see Definition A.2) has dimension greater or equal to k has locally finite H d−k measure [17] . Moreover it can be proved that out from this small set the single valued normal space is Lipschitz. If d = 2 this says in particular that the boundary has only a finite number of singular points.
3. Optimal AM for C 1,1 Domains by Distance Function
As we mentioned above in [13] the Author conjectures that any real compact sets admits an optimal AM, in this section we prove (in Theorem 3.3) that this holds true at least for any real compact set K which is the the closure of a bounded C 1,1 domain Ω.
We denote by d Ω (·) the distance function w.r.t. the complement of Ω, i.e.
and by π Ω (·) the metric projection onto Ω, that is any minimizer of (14) . We continue to use the same notation as in the previous section for the closure and the boundary of Ω, namely X := ∂Ω and K := Ω.
Let us give a sketch of the overall geometric construction before going in details.
First we introduce a geometric parameter l Ω that is strictly positive for any bounded C 1,1 domain Ω and fix 0 < δ < l Ω . We can split K := Ω as follows
To construct an AM on Ω we work separately on K δ and Ω δ to obtain inequalities of the type
In the case of K δ this is achieved by the trivial observation x ∈ K δ ⇒ B(x, δ) ⊆ Ω and therefore one can bound using the univariate Bernstein Inequality any directional derivative of a given polynomial. The obtained inequality is a variant of Markov Inequality with exponent 1 which is extremely convenient and allow us to build a low cardinality mesh by a modification of the reasoning in [7] .
The situation concerning Ω δ is a little more complicated.
First we integrate the Bernstein Inequality along segments of metric projection onto Ω obtaining a function F n,δ (·), then we consider level sets Γ i n,δ of F n,δ of a certain number of equally spaced values a i n,δ in the image set. By the particular construction it turns out that the union of these level sets is a norming set of constant 2 for
. By the regularity of the distance function and the particular form of F n,δ (·) (which depends on x only by d Ω (·)) we prove that Γ j n,δ are C 1,1 manifolds.
Then, thanks the boundary (and Γ i n,δ 's) C 1,1 regularity, we can find a (uniform) tangent ball at each point of the boundary that lays inside the domain. This geometric property allow us to achieve a Markov-like inequality for tangent derivatives of polynomials having the optimal exponent 1. Therefore a low cardinality (i.e. Card(
created by a grid thick enough in the geodesic sense, preserving an inequality of the form
Finally we show that the union of all meshes Y i n,δ and Z n,δ is an optimal admissible mesh for Ω.
Bernstein -like Inequalities and Polynomial
Estimates via the Distance Function. For the reader convenience we recall here the Bernstein Inequality.
Theorem 3.1 (Bernstein Inequality). Let p ∈ P n (R), then for any a < b ∈ R we have
Let us introduce the following notation that can be thought as in figure 1 .
Remark 3.2. In the case when Ω is a C 1,1 domain one has the estimate l Ω ≥ 2r where r < Reach(∂Ω) see Definition A.1 and thereafter.
The following consequence of Bernstein Inequality will play a central role in our construction. Proposition 3.1. Let Ω be a bounded domain in R d and let us introduce the sequence of functions
otherwise .
For any x ∈ Ω let v ∈ { x−y |x−y| : y ∈ π Ω (x)}, then for any p ∈ P n (R d ) we have
where we denoted by S v (x) the segment
If moreover we have l Ω > 0, let us pick any 0 < δ < l Ω and define the sequence of functions
otherwise . Then the above polynomial estimate (19) still holds when substituting ϕ n,δ to ϕ n and S v,δ :
Proof. Pick p ∈ P n (R d ). Let us take x ∈ Ω such that d Ω (x) < l Ω . Let us consider the segment S v (x) ⊂ Ω where v is as above. The restriction of p to this segment is an univariate polynomial of degree not exceeding n, then we can use Bernstein Inequality 3.1 to get
evaluating in ξ = 0 we get
thus the first case of the thesis is proved.
Otherwise if we take x such that d Ω (x) ≥ l Ω , then B(x, d Ω (x)) ⊆ Ω and hence ∀η ∈ S d−1 we can pick a segment in η direction having length d Ω (x) lying in K and having x as medium point. The Bernstein Inequality reads 1 as (22) max
In particular this is an upper bound for the directional derivative of p w.r.t. v.
Notice also that each right hand former of the above inequalities (21) and (22) can be bounded using p K instead of max-norm on the considered balls or segments because they are subset of K.
The last statement follows directly by the special choice of δ < l Ω . The r.h.s. former in (20) dominates (case by case) the r.h.s. former in (18) when cases are chosen accordingly to (20) .
Actually the above proof proves also the following corollary, it suffices to take (20) and substitute
by n δ in the second case. 
A profitable technique in order to build an AM is to use a norming subset of the given compact, thus we introduce the following in the spirit of [18] .
Let us denote by ds(·) the standard length measure in R d .
Proposition 3.2.
Let Ω be a bounded domain in R d such that l Ω > 0 and let 0 < δ ≤ l Ω . Then (i) for any x ∈ Ω the map
is constant, let F n,δ (x) be its value.
(ii) We have
, otherwise.
In particular F n,δ extends continuously to Ω. 
Proof. (i) The function ϕ n,δ (·) depends on its argument only by the distance function, ϕ n,δ (x) = g n,δ (d Ω (x)). The length of the segment [y, x] is clearly constant when y varies in the set π Ω (x).
Moreover for any y, z ∈ π Ω (x) let us denote by R y,z the euclidean isometry that maps
. This is because π Ω (ξ) = y for any ξ ∈ [x, y] thanks to triangular inequality and thus d Ω (ξ) = |ξ − y|. Thus we have [y,x] ϕ n,δ (ξ)ds(ξ) =
ϕ n,δ (η)ds(η).
(ii) Let us parametrize the segment as y + s x−y |x−y| , then we have
The first integral can be solved by substitution: s = (24) is proven.
The second integral is an immediate primitive. F n,δ depends on x only by the distance function, moreover we notice that
hence F n,δ is a continuous function of the distance function, since d Ω is well known to be 1 Lipschitz F n,δ is continuous on Ω.
Since d Ω extends continuously to Ω, then F n,δ do, actually we must take F n,δ | ∂Ω ≡ 0.
(iii) We already used that F n,δ depends on x only by the distance function and hence (iv) The thesis follows immediately by inverting the equation
(v) Let p ∈ P n (R d ) be fixed, let us pick x ∈ K, then two situation can occur. In the first case x ∈ K δ and in this case we have |p(x)| ≤ p K δ . In the second we suppose x K δ , let us consider y ∈ π Ω (x), the 
Where in the last two lines we used the special choice of a i n,δ as equally spaced points in the image of F n,δ and the choice of m n > 2nπ.
To conclude we take the maximum of the above estimates w.r.t. x ∈ K thus letting i varying along all 0, 1, . . . , m n − 1 and considering both cases x ∈ K δ and x K δ . Proposition 3.3. Let Ω be a bounded C 1,1 domain, 0 < r < Reach(∂Ω) 0 < δ ≤ r and let m n > 2nπ, then
n,δ where i = 0, 1, . . . , m n we have
Proof. (i) Notice that we have 0 < min{Reach(Ω), Reach( Ω)} = Reach ∂Ω thanks to B.2.
If i > 0 thanks to (40) and Theorem B.2 we have Figure 3 . In the proof of the statement (ii) of Proposition 3.3 "tangent" balls can be chosen inward or outward to maximize the radius.
moreover this is a Lipschitz function when restricted to {|b Ω (x)| < δ} for any 0 < δ < min{Reach(Ω), Reach( Ω)}.
Also we have b
We notice that ∇d Ω (x) 0 implies that Rk ∇d Ω (x) is 1 at any point of
(ii) If i = 0 Theorem B.2 tells that for any x in Γ i n,δ we have
Now let us notice that
Therefore for any i and any y ∈ Γ i n,δ we can find a ball of radius ρ := We recall that on any ball B(x 0 , ρ] a Tangential Markov Inequality of exponent 1 and constant 1 ρ holds true for polynomials, i.e. for any ξ ∈ ∂B(x 0 , ρ] we have
Therefore it follows that
Proof of the Main Result.
Theorem 3.3. Let Ω be a bounded C 1,1 domain in R d , then there exists an optimal admissible mesh for K := Ω.
Proof. Notice that we have 0 < min{Reach(Ω), Reach( Ω)} = Reach ∂Ω thanks to B.2 we fix δ ≤ r < Reach ∂Ω Let us recall the above notation
, where we can take m n := 2nπ + 1.
Let p ∈ P n (R d ) be any polynomial.
• Claim 1: for any 1 < λ there exists Z n,δ,λ ⊂ K δ such that
• Proof of Claim 1. Let us consider for any λ > 1 a mesh Z n,δ,λ such that
The finite set Z n,δ,λ ⊂ K δ can be built as the intersection of K with a grid G with a step-size
on a suitable d dimensional cube containing K. Thus we can easily suppose Card(Z n,δ,λ ) =
Now pick any x ∈ K δ and find y ∈ Z n,δ,λ such that |x − y| ≤ h, define v := x−y |x−y| and notice that
By the trivial observation B(K δ , h/2) ⊆ K δ−h/2 we can apply inequality (23) where δ is replaced by δ − h/2.
Taking maximum when x range in K δ and using the particular choice
we are done.
• Claim 2: for any 2 < µ there exist finite sets Y 
Notice that we proved (Proposition 3.3) Γ Where in the 3rd line we used the inequality (27). Let us take the maximum w.r.t. x varying in Γ i n,δ and i varying over {0, 1, . . . , m n }, we obtain p Γ n,δ ≤ p Y n,δ + 1 µ p K .
We are left to prove that we can pick Y Now let us notice that by (v) in Theorem B.2 one has π ∂Ω | b Ω =ρ is an injective function for any 0 < ρ < Reach(∂Ω). By continuity (and being ∇b Ω constant along metric projection) we can also notice that
Thus we can introduce the family of maps
Notice that ∇b Ω | ∂Ω is a Lipschitz function, see Theorem B.2 (iii). Let us term L its Lipschitz constant. having geodesic fill distance bounded by h. We already used this property and explained its application with more details in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Thanks to Proposition 2.1 we can pick the meshỸ 
) where we denote δ 2µ(1+δL) by h, let us set Y i n,δ := { f i (y), y ∈ Y n,δ }, now we can notice that
• Claim 3: A n,δ := Y n,δ ∪ Z n,δ,λ is an optimal admissible mesh for K.
• Proof of Claim 3. By the special choice of δ < r ≤ l Ω /2 we can use (25) jointly with the above estimates and we obtain
By the elementary properties of max we have
and have the right cardinality asymptotic.
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We deal with Federer sets of positive reach, they were introduced in the outstanding article [12] . and this is a Lipschitz function in any set of the type {x : 0 < s ≤ d A (x) ≤ r < Reach(A)}.
In the sequel of the paper we need to use a little of tangential calculus on non-smooth structures, so we introduce the following. Here the idea is to take all possible sequences x n ∈ A approaching a and take the limit of x n −a |x n −a|
. For the normal set in the above definition the ≤ is preferred to the equality sign to allow to consider non-smooth case and to work with more flexibility. The set Nor(A, a) actually is in general a cone given by the intersection of all half spaces dual 6 to a vector of Tan(A, a).
The notion of normal vector we introduced should be compared with other possible notions, the most relevant one is that of proximal calculus. Notice that the inequality 38 states that the boundary of A lies outside of B(x + r v |v| , r). If we focus on the boundary of a closed set the property of having non empty proximal normal set to the complement at each point of the boundary, i.e. N P Ω (x) ∅ ∀x ∈ ∂Ω is known as Uniform Interior Ball Condition (UIBC) and it is usually stated in the following (equivalent) way Definition A.4. Let Ω ⊂ R d be a domain, suppose that for any x ∈ ∂Ω there exists y ∈ Ω such that B(y, r) ∩ Ω = ∅ and x ∈ ∂B(y, r). Then Ω is said to preserve the uniform Interior Ball Condition.
Such a condition (and some variants) appears in the literature also as External Sphere Condition (w.r.t. the complement of the set)in the context of the study of some properties of Minimum Time function in Optimal Control [17] , while the previous nomenclature is more frequently used in the framework of Regularity Theory of PDE.
It is worth to recall that positive reach is a strictly stronger condition when compared to UIBC. Actually if a set A has positive reach, then it satisfies the UIBC at each point a of its boundary and in any direction of Nor(A, a).
We will use several times the following easy fact. 6 Hereafter the word dual must be intended in the following sense [12] , u is dual to N ⊂ R d iff u, v ≤ 0 for any v ∈ N. 
